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Editorial and MisceHaneous.
The ne.Kt issue of the COLLEGIATE
will be our commencement number.
We expect to publish the essays and
orations of the graduates, and to give
a full iucount of all the commencement exercises.
Those who wish
extra copies of that number should
order beforehand from the business
manager. All subscribers whose addresses will be changed after commencement are requested to give the business manager the addresses to which
they desire their paper sent.
Last
year a like request was made, but
some did not heed it, and consequently did not receive their papers. While
our business manager is capable and
obliging, he can hardly be expected
to know the addresses of all the
students and teachers who leave
DeLand immediately after commencement.
The attendance at Mercer University has reached 195 this year, although the standard of scholarship
required for admission was made
higher than ever bef^ore, and some
students who wquld otherwise have
attended were thus prevented from
doing so. This would seem to be

another indication that the youth of
the South are prepared to have the
standard of college education raised,
and that the college which requires a
higher grade or work gains rather than
loses thereby, even in respect to the
number of students who will attend.
In reference to the work at Mercer,
Dr. Gambrell is reported as saying,
"Every young man who attends is
required to be a gentleman and a student. If a student refuses, he is asked
to go home, and if he acquires a taste
for study by the next session, to please
comeback and try it again. The boy
who goes through finds that Jordan is
a hard road to travel, yet if he travels
it he will find a rainbow, or the thing
at the end of it."

N o . 7.

women who desire a full
course."

college

We do not believe that the chief
aim of a college education should be
to make its possessor more successful
in making money, or even in gaining
power and honor. For the sake of
those who keep up the cry that a
college educaiioD is of no " practical"
advantage, however, we like to give a
few statistics occasionally along this
line. O n l j ome-Iialf of one per cent.
of the men in the United States are
college gradmates. Yet from this onehalf per cent, of college graduates
come 36 per cent, of all the members
of the House of Representatives, 47
per cent, of the Senators, 51 per cent,
of the vice-presidents, 65 per cent, of
We have more than once mentioned the speakers of the House and 75 per
the rapid advances being made in the cent, of the presidents. Yet men say
higher education of women. Now a college education does not pay!
comes the news that Furman University, the greatest Baptist institution in
Among our leading educational inSouth Carolina, and one of the oldest stitutions, inter-collegiate debates are
colleges in the South, has fallen into now attracting considerable attention.
line and opened its doors to women. Some students, at least, are realizing
that the representatives of different colIn this connection we copy the follow
ing from The Independent: "Barnard leges can gain as much true pleasure
and honor in an intellectual and oraCollege lor Women, which is Colum
bia's Annex, has grown so rapidly that torical contest as in a contest on the
its accommodations are no longer suf- ball ground or in the boat race. It
ficient, and Its Board of Trustees has would seem that what college students
rented an adjoining building for tem- ought to emphasize most when they
porary use. Already more than thirty appear before the public is that which
applications have been made for ad- is the chief end of the college life and
training. Now, all will admit that for
mission for the college year of 1894
most
students it is not the chief pur1895, and a very large class is expectpose
of
a college course to become
ed. The trustees have a gift at $100,000 for the erection of a building on trained athletes. Why, then, should
a site in proximity to the new site of athletics be the only phase of college life
Columbia College. There has been brought prominently before the public?
nothing more remarkable in the history We are in heartiest sympathy with
of education in the past ten years than physical culture and with college aththe growth of colleges for women, and letics. Athletic training should, howthe increase in the number of young ever, be incidental to a college course.

2
It should not be made to appear, to
either students or outsiders, as au end
in itself. The remedy would seem to
be not to check the athletic games, so
much as to bring the intellectual side
ef-college development more prominently into notice. Perhaps this can
be done in no other way so successfully as through inter-collegiate debates.
Such debates show pretty
clearly the mental development of
those who take part in them, and their
ability to express their ideas clearly
and forcibly. They are, too, directly
along what should be the line of the
student's greatest effort and achievement. Finally, such contests would
arouse renewed interest in debates in
the different colleges. Many colleges
are complaining that the art of debate
is being neglected by their students.
Inter-collegiate debates would cause
students to have a more definite purpose in their debates, and to feel that
the reputation of their coUege was at
stake. They would also have the satisfaction of knowing that those who
proved most worthy would win the
recognition and applause which they
deserved.
Is it not now feasible to form a league
of Florida colleges for the purpose of
having inter-collegiate debates ? We
believe that such a league would prove
of great value. We would suggest the
formation of a league of about four
colleges, say of Stetson University,
Rollins College, the Florida Conference College and the Florida Agricultural College, all of which are comparatively near to one another. Then
let each one of these institutions have
one debate with each of the other three
during the college year. Only students,
of course, would be allowed to take
part in the debates. Each college
would choose its representatives in its
own way. It maybe urged that these
debates would involve expense, and
would take too much of the time of
the students who engaged in them.
The expense, however, would be small,
and could be more than met by
charging a small fee for admission to
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the debates. We very much doubt if
the tim that would be spent in preparing for such debates could possibly
be used to better advantage in any
other manner. No study is likely to
prove more beneficial to a student
than the thinking that he does and
the research that he makes in preparing for an important debate. Such
inter-collegiate debates would arouse
a college pride and patriotism among
the students, while they would well
advertise the work of the colleges to
outsiders. We would suggest that the
Stetson House of Commons take up
this matter and, if possible, secure the
appointment of a committee of one
from each college, before the close of
this school year. This committee
could arrange all details, so that on
the opening of school next fall the
organization of the league might be
completed at once and arrangements
made for the debates.
The president of Wesleyan Female
College, Macon, Ga., has resigned. In
reference to the election of his successor, the trustees have decided that
no one except a preacher need apply.
It is certainly true that many of the
best teachers are preachers, and the
qualities necessary to secure success
are doubtless much the same for the
two callings; but just why a board of
trustees should deliberately narrow
the circle of those from whom they
may choose, we do not understand.
Une Mauvaise Humeur.
I gave her some flowers, rich, perfumed, and
rare.
She drew some through her belt, and put one
in her hair;
She gave me, one evening, some sweet mignonette—
I know I'm a fool, but I'm keeping it yet
She gave me a mitten—that ended it all—
It was after the concert, just out in the hall;
1 offered my heart, if her love paid the d e b t She was heartless—I know that I ought to forget.
For when I proposed, sir, she giggled, she
did—
"She was «o overwhelmed, for I really had
hid
All trace of such feeling—she was forced to
regret"—
I know I'm a fool, and she's—a coquette.
What's that ? A note for me, pink, perfumed,
and square—
And her Writing—? Um—"she wasn't quite
fairShe has lived to regret, her decision to rue"—
She "wants me to call,"—I'll be hanged if I
do.
—Inlander, U. of M.

Collep^e Journalism in America.
The term college journalism is applied, in a general way, to almost any
publication conducted by the students
of a college, high school or academy.
The college journal is distinctively a;
American production, or, at least, the
American college journal is very different from the college publications of
other countries.
Perhaps the first college journal
ever published was issued by the students of Dartmouth College, in 1800,
It was called '*The Gazette." It was
published for several years, and contained many articles from the pen of
Daniel Webster, who wrote under
the pseudonym of "Icarus."
Yale has always been among the
foremost of our colleges in the journalistic efforts of her students. Her
first journal, the "Literary Cabinet,"
was started in 1806. The publishers
announced that it was their intention
to "appropriate the pecuniary profits
to the education of poor students in
the seminary." But, alas for these
philanthropic plans, the pecuniary
profits appear to have been a negative
quantity, and the publication of the
"Cabinet" ceased within a year.
During the next few years, Yale students started a number of other journals, most of which lived through
about one school year. In 1836, the
"Yale Literary Magazine" first appeared. It proved more successful
than its predecessors, and has the
honor of having lived longer than any
other college journal.
Harvard's first journal was "The
Lyceum," started in 1810. After its
early death, about sixteen years
passed before another effort of the
kind was made at Harvard. Since
then, however, Harvard students
have established a large number of
papers, which have usually had about
as brief an existence as the early
papers of Yale.
The early history of college journalism is much the same in all our
large colleges. A paper would be
started by some enterprising students;
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would be published for a year, or perhaps for two or three years; then it
would cease to be, and another paper
under another management would
arise to take its place. The early
college journal encountered many difficulties—and difficulties are still not
unknown—but it supplied a real need
in our college life, and steadily grew
in favor. Among the editors of our
earliest college journals were many of
.\merica's greatest authors. We may
mention D. C. Oilman, Joseph Cook,
Edward Everett, Oliver Wendell Holmes, James Russell Lowell and Phillips Brooks.
It is within the last quarter of a
century that college journalism has
made its greatest advances. Before
that time it was confined almost entirely to the larger colleges, and there
were no daily college papers and a
very few, if any, weeklies. Now hundreds of high schools and colleges
have excellent journals. Such colleges as Harvard and Yale have daily
and weekly, as well as monthly publications. The monthly or semimonthly, however, is still the typical,
and perhaps the best, college journal.
The college journal has become a
recognized and important factor in
American college life. Its influence
is exerted in many ways. In the first
place, it gives those students who
possess literary ability an opportunity
to gain recognition. Many students
have, on graduation, been offered
splendid positions on great newspapers or magazines, because of the
high grade of work they had done for
their college papers. College journals
are always at the service of any student who can write well and who will
discuss subjects suitable for treatment
m a college paper. Hence it afTords
an opportunity to both the editors
and other students to gain practice
in writing, and furnishes a motive to
write, which would be wanting if the
student had no opportunity of publishing what he writes. Who will say
that some, at least, of the success of
the great authors whom we have
mentioned was not due to the work

they did for their college journals.
Then, the college journal exeits a
great influence for good upon the
student body. Wherever any matters
of difference between students and
faculty, for example, are freely discussed through the college journal,
we seldom find the students acting
rashly and turbulently. Some one
has said in reference to this that "The
spirit of rebellion among college men
often flows out in ink, when, if they
had no paper in which to relate their
grievances, it would manifest itself in
boyish mobs or open insubordination."
There is truth in that statement, perhaps, but we think a more important
reason for the good influence of the
college paper in this direction is that
those who do most of the writing
generally represent the best and most
thoughtful element among the students, and their influence is naturally
for good.
Moreover, the college journal is
one of the best agencies for keeping
up the interest of the alumni and
former students in their almamater.
Many a graduate is thus kept in touch
with the work of his college through
the college paper. "Each number is
like a letter from his college home,"
informing him of the chief events in
the lives of the other graduates and of
the changes in the college itself.
In the next place the college paper
,reveals to the officers of the college
the general sentiments of the students
on almost every question. Let them
become dissatisfied with any matter
in connection with the college government, or desire any change, and the
dissatisfaction or the desire will,
sooner or later, find expression
through the college paper. .
Again, the college journal, is a
splendid advertisement for the college. It often brings to young men
more vividly than anything else a
sense of the pleasure and inspiration
.of college life, and arouses in him a
desire, to attend college.
Then
many a man who is about to
choose a college, either for himself or for his children, will ex-

amine the college journals most carefully; for they are most excellent indicators of the general moral and intellectual character of the student
body. We have said that, in general,
the students who write for college
papers represent the best element;
but, at the same time, it is true that
the character of any college paper
reveals the general character of the
students. In choosing a college, a
man should give far more attention to
the college journal than to the college
catalogue.
We have seen it stated that for a
first class college the college journal
is now an absolute necessity. It is
certainly true that few first class colleges can afford to do without a college journal.
There are certain necessary prerequisites to the success of a college
journal, which we may mention
briefly. First, there must be a certain amount of literary ability, and
especially there must be a certain
amount of literary training among
the students. Without these there is
nothing to start with.
There must also be a sufficient
number of persons connected in
some manner with the school to furnish readers for the paper. A school
of four or five officers, twenty or
thirty students, and as many alumni,
can hardly be expected to have a
good paper. Students wiU not care
much about what they write, unless
they expect it to be read. As a rule,
the students, the alumni and the officers of the school furnish nearly all
the subscribers to a college journal.
But there must not only be literary
ability and training among the students, and a sufficient number of
persons who may be expected to subscribe, but there must also be a sufficient amount of interest taken in
the work of a college paper by the
students and officers of the school.
If the students will not consider the
paper as theirs, write for it, and
make it a part of their school life, it
cannot be entirely successful.
NOTE.—In our next issue we will speak of
some of the special conditions affecting college journalism in the South.
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The Power Whicli Rules Every
Man.
It we but pause a moment to consider the question, we will find that
the mightiest power in cur lives, or, at
least,the power which is mighty in most
lives, that which most surely regulates
conduct, that which at critical moments gains the precedence over the
will, is the force which we call habit.
Habit is possible because of the
possession ot plasticity. This has
been defined as the "possession of a
structure weak enough to yield to an
influence, but strong enough not to
yield all at once." Since the plastic
period is that of youth, it is of the utmost importance to form right habits
early in life. By the time we attain
to the age of thirty the habits, both of
mind and body, are so fixed that it is
extremely difficult to change them.
Our nervous organs, just as any other
kind of matter, are possessed of inertia; hence the vital importance of
launching them on a right career.
They will continue to move in that
direction until interrupted by some
stronger force.
Action takes place most frequently
along the lines of least resistance. A
road that has once been traveled is
invariably more easily traversed a
second time. This is true even in
connection wi»^^h inanimate objects. A
piece- of paper, for instance, having
been once folded will fall quite reac'ily
into the same creases when the operation is repeated, and with each successive repetition the readiness is increased.
Why must the soldier spend weary
hours every day in drill, repeatedly
loading and aiming his gun, and firing
it at nothing with as much care and
precision as though he were conquering a foe? Merely that his nervous
system may become accustomed to
performing certain actions at certain
given commands that even in the confusion of battle the same stimulse will
unconsciously excite the same action.
Fully as true is this power of habit
in the spheres of mental and moral
activity. In the life of a man who

has become great the quiet uneventful
years spent in study and preparation
are the most important, and although
monotonous, without these as forerunners, the capacity, and brilliancy
which appear later would have no
existence. The right habits of thinking which have been formed, are of far
more value than .11 the information
accumulated. A good student is one
who can concentrate his thoughts,
and he acquires this power by willing,
each day, to think on the subject in
hand, allowing nothing to distract
him. It is not a remarkable or complex process, to be acquired only by
one of superior intellect. It is sim
pie, natural and quite attainable by
any one ot average ability, who is
willing to make an honest effort.
The surest and strongest moraliorct
is the habit of choosing the right. A
great and overwhelming temptation
will be powerless against one who has
habitually chosen the right in very
small and so-called unimportant matters. Do you admire lofty characters
and wish that you might attain to such
heights ? If so, remember that habit,
here as elsewhere, is the pre eminent
influence. Let no good impulse end
in being a mere impulse. Let some
good act, no matter how small or insignificant, invariably follow each
good impulse, and your character will
begin to grow into a lofty structure,
such as will make your life a power
in your generation.

Rhetorical Exercises,
April 6th.
1. Piano D u e t
T u r k i s h March
Miss Budington, Miss T a n n e r .
2. Oration—The Value of a Fixed P u r p o s e . . .
in Life
Mr. Howard.
3. School for Scandal, Act I I , Scene I
Sheridan
Miss Hogan.
4. Mrs. McYergin on Spring P o e t r y
Mr. Webb.
5. Piano Solo
Turkish Hondo
Miss S t e p h e n s .
6. The Echo and t h e F e r r y
Ingelow
Miss Cordelia P a i n e .
7. Essay
The Evils of Bigotry
Mr. T e b b e t t s .
8. Piano Solo
Polacco
Miss Haley.
9. The F a m i n e
Longfellow
Miss H a r k n e s s .
10. Cuddle Doon
Alexander
Miss Martin.
Lives of rich men all remind me
I can make my memory blest.
If no will I leave behind
F o r m y children to c o n t e s t .

Commencement Exercises.
The general character of the commencement exercises at John B. Stetson University is too well known to the
jnajority of our readers to require
comment. There will be seven graduates this year in the regular academic
department. Two young ladies also
have completed the course in music
and we will, therefore, have our first
graduates from the music department.
The exercises this year will be as
follows : The Commenccwcnt Miisicdt
will be given on the evening of Friday,
May the n t h .
On the evening of Friday, the i8th,
there will be a Dramatic Recital hytk
Pupils in the Dcparimoits of Expression and Physical Training.
On Sunday, the 20th, the Commencement Sermon will be preached by
Rev. Dr. Henry McDonald, of
Atlanta, Ga.
On Monday afternoon the alumni
will have a re-union, and hold a business meeting to elect officers, etc.
Monday evening the p;raduates in
the music department give their
recital, which will be a new feature of
the commencement exercises.
The essays and orations of the
academic graduates, the President's
address and the presentation of diplomas will take place Tuesday forenoon.
Tuesday afternoon, beginning about
two o'clock, there will be another new
feature of commencement, the University Dinner, under the joint control
of the faculty and the alumni.
The exercises will end with the
President's
Reception on Tuesday
evening. All of these exercises are
open to the general public except the
alumni meeting on Monday afternoon
and the dinner Tuesday afternoon.
The friends of the University are not
only invited, but urged to attend.
There are three short and simple
words, the hardest of all to pronounce
in any language, but which no man or
nation that cannot utter can claim to
have arrived at manhood. These
words are, " I was wrong."—J- Rtissel Lowell.
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Meeting of Alumni.
For some time past the resident
alumni of Stetson University have
been discussing the question of forming a permanent organization of alumni. It was finally decided to get as
many as possible of the alumni together
andarrange for a meeting at commencement. A meeting was therefore called
for the afternoon of Thursday, April
19th.
The following were present at this
meeting: From the class '87, Miss
Helen Holbrooke; class of'88, Misses
E. C. Webb and Josephine Lindley;
class of '90, Miss Vinnie Eyles and
Mr. H. S. Winters ; class of '91, Mr.
T. J. Law; class of '92, Misses Mary
Child, Carrie Eccles and Loretta Law ;
class of '93, Mr. Robt. Lovell.
A temporary organization was effected, with Mr. H . S. Winters as
chairman and Miss Mary Child as
secretary and treasurer. It was decided that a meeting should be held
on the afternoon of Monday, May
21st, to perfect a permanent organization. Misses Lynch and Law and
Mr Lovell were appointed a committee to draft by-laws to present at that
, time. One member from each class
was appointed to notify aU the absent
members of that class of the meeting
at commencement, and to urge them
to be present then if possible.
Some one suggested that Dr. Forbes
had spoken of coming over to the
meeting, and Mr. Lovell was appointed a committee to notify Dr.
Forbe.s that the alumni were "in session" and invite him to come and
make any statements or suggestions he
might desire. Dr. Forbes appeared.
He expressed himself as greatly
pleased that the alumni had decided
to organize. Nothing, he said, was
more helpful to an institution of
learning than the warm and loyal
support of its alumni.
He hoped
that each one of the alumni would
ever feel a personal interest in the
University. Dr. Forbes then stated
that hereafter one afternoon and one
evening in commencement
week

would be given up to the alumni, the
afternoon for their reunion and business meeting, the evening to be devoted to whatever public exercises
may seem best to them. He also
stated that the members of the faculty
were desirous that at commencement
this year there should be a banquet,
or dinner, for the faculty, trustees,
alumni, seniors and certain other
favored classes.
He proposed that such dinner should
be under the joint direction of the
faculty and the alumni, and requested
that if the alumni favored the olan
they should appoint a committee to
cooperate with a committee from the
facultv in making all necessary arrangements. The alumni did approve
of the plan, and appointed as a commit
tee Mr. Law and Misses Webb and
Holbrooke.
The aiumni then adjourned to
meet on the afternoon of May 21st.
Among the matters that will come
up at the meeting on the 21st will
be the choice of a name for the association, the adoDtion of by-laws, the
election of officers and appointment
of committees, and a discussion as to
how the alumni will occupy the
evening which will be alloted to them
next year.
At the banquet, on Tuesday afternoon, there will be a feast for the mind
as well as for the body. There will be
many toasts and responses.
No alumnis who can possibly attend
the commencement exercises this year
should fail to do so. Alumni, attention ! Fall in ! Forward, march !
A teacher in one of the Volusia
county public schools decided to try
some inductive reasoning with her
pupils. "Now children," said she, "we
will find out for to-morrow what a
rhyme is." The morrow came. She
repeated for them
"Thirty days hath September,
April, June and November."

"Now, children," she questioned
with persuasive accents, "can you tell
me what a rhyme is?" " I can," responded one little fellow. "It's what
you gets off" the edge of a ham."

A Letter from President
Melton.
FLORIDA CONFERENCE COLLEGE, >
LEESBURG, F L A . , April 4, 1894. j

Editors Stetson Collegiate:
I had the pleasure of spending a
day last week in your noble Stetson
University. I had read your paper,
studied your catalogue, and looked
upon the picture of Dr. Forbes. I
say with candor, I found everything
better—better looking and in better
shape—than I expected.
Dr. Forbes is so closely connected
with the University, that in reviewing my visit I can't drop him out of
mind at all. His presence and conversation are an inspiration to any
professional teacher. The Ancients
tell us of Castor and Pollux, the twin
sons of Jupiter, who lived the days
alternately. Dr. Forbes is a twin
brother, but lives every day himself.
No doubt it is the same with Prof.
Forbes of Rochester.
I note with pleasure the fact that
the collegiate instruction at Stetson
is in close conformity to the growing
educational spirit among us, and that
the coarding department appears as
one well regulated family. I was
favorably impressed with every teacher I met. It is true, I had only time
to shake hands; but then, you know
teachers who have the professional
spirit can shake hands, cordially and
intelligently, with a visitor.
I met a large number of students,
but, contrary to what I sometimes find
in visiting colleges, not one imposed
upon me by seizing the occasion for
displaying his erudition.
The placing of Mr. Stetson's por.
trait in the parlor of the boys' dormitory, "Stetson-Hall," was a happy
conception. Every youth who looks
into his face must feel encouraged.
I fancy many of those pupils have
him for their model man.
I say
^'man'' because I believe Christ
should be the model of every one.
Dr. Forbes' kindness to me, and
what I saw in all the buildings, the
drills in the gymnasium and on the
lawn, are worthy of special mention,
but time and space forbid. May I
come again?
If you hear Dr. Forbes tell that I
said, " I suppose Leesburg is three
times as large as DeLand," you must
not laugh. It was an honest mistake.
I had only passed half way down one
street when he asked the question.
With the best wishes for the John
B Stetson University, from Dr.
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Forbes, the president, to L'^wis, the
gardener, I am,
Yours truly,
WiGHTMAN F . M E L T O N .

P. S.—Don't misconstrue my good
wishes, and make it appear that I am
sending Dr. Forbes' good wishes to
Lewis.

Evils of Bigotry.
A bigot is a person who is obstinately wedded to a religious creed,
opinion or practice ; so unreasonably
devoted to some system or party as to
be unable, or, at least, unwiUing, to
see either truth or good in the opinions of others. That such a temper
is an evil is readily seen.
Bigotry very soon dwarfs the man
himself. He who thinks that he has
gotten all the truth on any subject is
in no condition to make any progress.
H e will not listen to the views of
others who desire to inform him and
correct his errors. He will not read
the works of great men of the past
and present, or if he does read, it is with
a mind closed to further light—a
mind so in love with his own narrow
views that the broader and more accurate views of others elicit from him
no sympathy, no rational appreciation.
Such a man becomes mentally isolated;
he is out of vital touch with his surroundings. A branch cut from the
tree withers, because it has not sufficient resources within itself to sustain
life. Likewise the mind of the bigot,
served from, stimulating touch with
the views of other men, sundered even
from the truth itself, shrivels and dies.
We may justly pity the mental condition of the bigot, aye not merely
the mind, but his whole self ought to
elicit our pity, for he has shut himself
away from the truth, and none of his
better quaUties can thrive independently of that great source of light and
;iife.
Moreover, the thought that one has
aU the truth, whereas all the rest of
the world is in darkness, breeds an
• undesirable conceit which in time renders a man the dupe of the strangest
delusions. It is fair to suppose that
no man has all the truth on any sub-

ject.
No man understands all the
bearings of any truth. Truth is so
complex, and its various branches are
so entwined and related that one must
understand all truth in order to understand fully any one truth. And, since
no man can grasp and comprehend all
truth, we ought to be modest in our
assertions, both as to what constitutes
the truth and as to what are the mutual relations of truths. The thought
of the breadth and depth of truth, together with the consciousness of our
own incapacity and ignorance, ought
to make us humble and tolerant of the
views of others. The world does not
lie in darkness. No reasonably sound
mind is entirely benighted; there are
glimmeringsof truth everywhere.andi'
we are candid and open to convictions,
we shall find that we are helped to
some of our best thoughts by children,
by those far below us in point of culture, and by those who hold views of
truth and duty radically different from
ours.
Bigotry ruins a man's influence. It
completely unfits a man to approach
his fellows with a view to persuade
them that they ought to think and
live differently.
The unwarranted
assurance, the air of proud superiority,
so characteristic of the bigot, creates
a prejudice against him. H e is not
in keen, vital sympathy with men.
From his lofty position it is impossi
ble for him to realize the infirmities of
his feUows. He is cold, distant,
intolerant, and those whom he would
convince and persuade, are quick to
detect his real feeling. H e has rendered it impossible to influence men
for good before he has made the effort.
Moreover, supposing prejudices are
not aroused, the bigot's influence will
be weakened irreparably, because no
man enjoys having his views roughly
and unjustly handled. The man who
would convince his friend arid urge
him to different conduct, must be
tolerant and candid enough to admit
aU the truth there is in his friend's
belief, and all of the advantages pertainiiig to his course of condlict. If
he cannot admit all this, and yet show

his friend a truer and better way, he
has no cause to plead, and, if wise
will hold his tongue. Men are never
convinced by having their beliefs
treated as trash.
On the contrary,
they are invariably confirmed in their
errors. The assumption that my way
of thinking and living is better than
yours, must be put forward very modestly and must be urged with the utmost delicacy and fairness. The bigot
is incapable of this, because his failure
is a foregone conclusion. If we would
influence our fellow men for good we
must first of all be loyal, not to our
own narrow ideas, but to the truth in
all its breadth and depth, and we
must love the truth more than we do
apparent success in an argument.
We must also be just to our fellow
men, never allowing ourselves either
to under-value or to misrepresent their
views. It is presumable that their
fragments of truth are as valuable as
ours—the results of their mental activity is as sincerely believed as ours.
A brave, generous, tolerant spirit
must expect a most benignant influence, whereas, bigotry ruins the bigot
and injures those with whom he comes
in contact.

The Value of a Fixed 'iirpose
Life.
In all kinds of business, in all professions, this is a day of intense and
vigorous competition; and competition
is destined to increase as the population grows more dense, as resources
become scarcer, and as educational
and pro^'essional standards are advanced. It is becoming daily more
true and evident that, in order to attain
any high grade of success, one must
have a fixed, unyielding purpose to do
some one thing and to excel in it. If
one has not such a purpose, he is like
a ship without a rudder, drifting aimlessly with the wind and tide, to be
wrecked on the rocks.
There are difficulties in every business, dangers and discouragements in
every profession; nothing but a firnrt
purpose will enable us to surmount
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them.' Even with a definite and fixed
strikingly illustrated in the life of
purpose, we shall meet with opposition, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the poet
and competition so intense and vigor- * and philosopher. As a mere boy he
ous that we cannot cope with it suc- was known as having an exceedingly
cessfully. With ever so good and acute, receptive and retentive mind.
laudable a purpose we need not always But he had no fixed purpose, no pracexpect to succeed, but without a fixed, tical bend, no ambition, no appreciasteady purpose we shall almost certain- tion of his rare opportunities.
At
ly fail in every great endeavor. Yes,
one time he was on the point of
without a fixed purpose, one will be of apprenticing himself to a shoemaker,
little iise, even in the minor aflfairs of but was prevented by one of his teachlife, for to serve well in the lowest ca- ers. When a student in Cambridge
pacity one needs a definite, sustained University he seems to have had no
purpose.
fixed determination to complete the
It is worthy of note that only those course of study.
He did not like
who have a definite purpose can ap- mathematics and consequently negprehend the opportunities of life. By lected them. He excelled in Greek
opportunities we mean, of course,
classics simply because he enjoyed
chances to do good, to better our own
them.
When he was in the
circumstances or those of our fellows. second year of the
University
These rare and golden chances will be course, he became
despondent,
understood as such, will be grasped left Cambridge, went to London and
and used as they should be, only by enlisted in the cavalry under an asthose who have a definite purpose; sumed name. His literary talent besome prescribed end in view which is trayed his identity, and, as he was a
believed to be worth attaining. An very unpromising recruit, he secured
opportunity within itself has no mean- a discharge. He never returned to
ing and no value. But an opportunity Cambridge to finish his course of
considered as relative to an end con- study, but betook himself to writing
ceived as possible, and accepted as a poetry.
He planned many great
desirable object of effort, has a world epics, which were to be the glory of
of meaning. For example, the oppor- literature, also theological and philotunity which a young man has to get sophical works, but never wrote a
a good education will have but little line of one of them. He preached a
significance for him unless he has a few times, studied in Germany, was
firm determination to get an education. secretary to the Governor of Malta,
But, given the determination to have lived for some time in the lake region
the training, then the opportunity is of England, and, under the influence
seen to be what it actually is—a chance of Southey and Wordsworth, wrote
to reap great personal advantage, and some excellent poems; he published
It is grasped eagerly and used vigor- a paper, and finally left his wife and
ously.
family to the care of Southey, who
- \\ ithout a clearly defined purpose was his brother-in-law, and spent the
;life looks hazy, indefinite, and mean- rest of his life in London. It is true,
ingless, and we become as lost crafts that during the last years of his life,
drifting in a dense fog. A definite he realized what opportunities he had
purpose dispels the haze and uncer- lost, and did some really good work;
tainty, fills life with meaning, floods but his weak will, his lack of fixed
our pathway with light, links oppor- purpose, rendered his briliiant abilitunities with ends which stir our en- ties all but useless. He well exemplithusiasm, makes us true and worthy fies the fact that moderate abilities
men and women with characters with a fixed purpose is much more
which are progressively becoming valuable than genius without a fixed
purpose. With ambition and a dedivine.
The value of a fixed purpose is termination many a man of ordinary

ability has accomplished vastly mo^e
than Coleridge, the genius.
It becomes us all to look about us,and to study carefully the signs of the
times, in order that we may see clearly
what can be done and what ought td
be done. Then we must consider all
of this relative to ourselves, asking the
question : What good can I accomplish; to what line of endeavor ought
I to bend my energies? Having decided what sphere of activity is best
for us, we ought to enter into it with
the determination to persist therein
until we have reaped abundant success.
Discouragement, opposiiion, competition, and threats from those who do
not like our course of action, the monotony of our work, must never be
permitted to divert us from our purpose. "This is right, and I will do it
though the heavens fall," let this be
our mottc.

Stetson House of Commons.
On March 31st the House gave the
much-talkedof and oft-delayed mock
trial in the chapel. A goodly number
of students and several members of the
faculty were present. Three men were
tried for murder and found guilty. All
those engaged in the trial performed
their parts well.
Mr. Wilson, as an aged negro, deserves special mention. Mr. Winters,
a deaf witness, who could hear what
he wished to, but could never be made
to hear a question that he didn't want
to answer, created much amusement.
Others did equally well.
On April 7th, the House held its
quarterly election. Mr. Ed wards-was
re-elected speaker; L. B. Riles was
elected clerk; E. N. Bell, chaplain;
J. A. Stevens, sergeant at-arms; arid
Bert Fish, reporter for the COLLEGIATE.

We now have about twenty active
members in the society, but we can
not see why more of the niudents do
not become members. No doubt
many of them expect to be public
men in after life. They can not hope
to make a mark as public men with-

s
out some knowledge of parliamentary
laws and usages and some practice in
public speaking. It is in such societies as ours that these can be gained.
It is 'hoped that more of the young
men will think over the matter, and
decide to become active members of
our House of Commons at the beginning of next year, if they do not
decide to join this year.
The meeting held April 21st was
a very interesting one. The subject
under discussion was a bill to restrict
immigration. The majority of the
members favored the measure, while
the leader of the opposition, with a
iew supporters, opposed it. If one
not acquainted with our members and
their methods had walked into the
society during the last half hour's
proceedings, he would doubtless have
thought Tom Reed was on the floor ;
for our honored leader of the opposition, finding that the bill would pass
if it came to a vote, was resorting to
aU the filibustering tactics ever known
to Mr. Reed.
Finally, however,
when only a tew minutes remained
until time to adjourn, the members of
the opposition were induced to allow
a vote to be taken. A little filibustering now and then adds life to our
meetings, and gives excellent training
in parliamentary law.
As showing somewhat the character
of the bills discussed, we give below
the immigration bill, in the form in
which it was finaUy passed.
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or by either parent, shall not be required to furnish such certificates.
Sec. 2. That all immigrants to the ,
United States after the aforementioned
date, except the classes hereinafter
expressly exempt, shall be required to
take examinations in reading and
writing, which examinations shall be
held in accordance with instructions
of the Secretary of State and shall be
uniform throughout the country, and
such immigrants shall thereby satisfy
the United Stales officials of their
ability to read intelligently and write
lee;ibly in one or more languages before being admitted. The following
persons shall be exempt from the provisions of this section: First, such
women and children as are exempt
under Section one; second, heads of
families having children who can read
and write, and heads of families owning property to the value of three
thousand dollars; third, aged or infirm persons immigrating with those
upon whom they are dependent for
support.

The Picnic to DeLeon.

On Saturday, April 14th, the students of the dormitories had a pleasant and enjoyable picnic at DeLeon
Springs. The young men of Stetson
Hall made arrangements with the J.,
T. & K. VV. R. R. to run a special
train over to DeLeon, leaving the
crossing of the Boulevard at 7:45 a.
m. They then invited the young
ladies of Chaudoin Hall to accompany
them in a body to DeLeon. At the
BILL NO. 1 4 .
appointed time sixty-nine happy souls
Be it Enacted
-.
Section i. That after the 4th day boarded the train and were soon borne
of July, 1894, aU persons immigrating to their destination. On arriving at
to the United States shaU, before the spring the students spent their
being admitted to this country, furnish time until half past ten o'clock in
to the proper officials of the United boating, bathing, exploring the beautiStates satisfactory certificates as to ful grounds, shooting, swinging, talking
the moral character, signed by some and watching the spiing boil up and
United States minister or consul, or run over. Then they were called toby some official representative of the gether and an impromptu program was
country from which such persons given. The Glee Club and the quartette
come. Provided, however, that mar- rendered several happy selections and
ried women when accompanied by Misses Hogan, Bucksbaum and C.
their husbands, and minor children, Payne recited some excellent pieces
when accompanied by their parents, in their best manner. The program

was closed by a foot race, with the
smaller boys as contestants.
Last, but not least, came the dinner. The boys had handsomely provided a lunch of chicken, ham sandwiches, salad, pickles, olives, jam
pies, cake, etc.. etc.
Among the
good things were three hanUsome
cakes and two hundred delightful
cookies presented to the young men
of Stetson Hall by Mrs. Forbes. Mr.
Fudger furnished the ice cream and
lemonade.
Thus the day was pleasantly passed, and about five o'clock
the students bade adieu to DeLeon
Springs (but not to the fleas) and hied
them to the depot. In a short time
they were whirled home by the fast
mail.
Fleas! fleas! fleas! That was the
only disagreeable part of the picnic. It
is a shame that the hogs should be
allowed to run at large over those
beautiful grounds, leaving the whole
place alive with fleas.

Local and Personal.
Look out for the commencement
number of the COLLEGIATE.

Our worthy business manager visited his home on April 20th.
Rev. T. J. Porter preached at High
Springs on the third Sunday of April.
We are all wondering what has become of Mr. Burdette and his lecture.
Mr. Pierpont' made a short visit to
his home at Crescent City on the fourteenth.
Miss Hattie Lynch, class of '93,
closed her school at Hawks Park on
April 6th.
(Miss LaCuta at Miss Bailey's concert)—"Oh, just hear her technique;
aint it lovely?"
The walls of the chapel are beginning to resound with the echoes of
senior orations.
Mr. Bert Fish has been elected by
Stetson House ot Commons reporter
for that honorable body.
The next issue of the COLLEGIATE
will be devoted chiefly to an account
of commencement exercises.
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Prof. Hamilton preached in the
DeLand Baptist Church on the evening of the second Sunday in April.
The seniors have received their class
pins, which are very neat, having en
graved on them " S . U., Class '94."
The last meeting of the Browning
Club for this season was held at the
home of Mrs. Winters, on April 17th.
The junior class have recently had
a photo of the class taken by Mr.
Powell. It will be a handsome group.
Miss Martha Owen, class o f ' 8 7 ,
returned a few days since from Owensboro, Ky., where she has been teaching.
The commencement music recital
will be given on Friday evening, May
II. It promises to be a rare musical
treat.
It is rumored that our editor-inchief, during an eruption of Mount
Vesuvius; fastened pillars about his
head.
Water lilies and magnolias are now
in bloom and are brought in large
quantities to chapel by the day students.
Miss Clementine
McGregor is
teaching music in JacksonviUe, while
Miss Margaret is coaching her brother
for college.
Miss Lizzie Austin, class of '92,
has returned to her home at DeLand,
her school at Barberville having closed
April 27th.
The pleasant showers of the past few
days have cooled the temperature considerably, making the weather balmy
and delightful.
Mrs. Hogan left on April 13th for
Baltimore to recuperate her health.
Miss Keck will act as matron until the
close of school.
Prof. Hamilton has been quite ill for
several days. We are glad to hear
that he is improving, but sorry his
recovery is so slow.
Misses Etta Pierce and Edith
chester, former students of the
S. U., took supper at Stetson
recently, the guests of Misses
Hogan and Sarah Crosby.

ManJ. B.
HaU
Alice

Mr. Harlan Barnett was the last one
the "boys" to leave us. He went to
Jacksonville, and, a little later, wiU go
North for the summer.
Let all the alumni who possibly can
be present at the meeting of the
alumni on May 21st, and at the University Dinner on the 22d.
We had hoped our college poet
would write us a vigorous and stirring
poem on fleaology, in connection with
the picnic to DeLeon Springs.
Miss ZuTavern is drilling several
choruses for commencement. Judging
from past experience, these will form
a very pleasant part of the commencement program.
Miss LaCuta beamingly says: "It is
lots of fun to get up a picnic, and then
go to it; but, oh me, as soon as you
return home all the fun disappears,
except the fleas."
Miss van der Hooges has resumed
her place in the Baptist church choir
and at morning chapel, having
recovered from a severe cold, which
has prevented her from singing since
Easter.
Only one naore issue of the COLLEGIATE this season. It has not yet been
determined whether the election of
the editors for next year will be held
this year, or not until the opening of
school next fall.
A college tennis club has been or
ganized, with Robert Lovell as
president and H. S. Winters as secretary and treasurer. The
total
membership, not including invited
partners, is two.
Mr. H. S. Winters and Miss Loretta
Law attended the meeting of the Volusia County Sunday School Convention at Seville, April 2d and 3d, as
delegates from the DeLand Baptist
Sunday school.
Dr. Forbes left on April 24th for
North Adams, Mass., on business
connected with the Sampson will case.
There is a possibility that this case
will be settled without further litigation. If it does go to trial, there is
every probability that the will wiU be
held valid.

We are sorry to learn that Prof. W.
A. Smith has been prevented, by his
own ill health and by the sickness of
other members of his family, from
prosecuting his studies, as,; he had
planned. He is now at his home in
Waterville, Me.
One half of the students in the college department are very fond of
tennis, especially since their surroundings and college privileges are conducive to the highest enjoyment of
this delightful game.
The class in trigonometry and surveying have been doing some original
work in surveying. They have surveyed the campus, and are now able
to tell you its area. This work was
much enjoyed by all the class.
The military drill and the work in
physical culture have been discontinued for the rest of the term, on account
of the hot weather. The work in both
of these departments during the past
year has been highly satisfactory.
A series of six lectures, written by
Prof. Small, on sociology is now being
given, under the charge of the DeLand Chautauqua Circle, in the
Presbyterian church.
Those who
have heard the first lectures pronounce
them excellent.
It is reported that our worthy commandant, while trying to open the
back gate to Elizabeth Hall with his
feet, sat down most gracefully upon
the sidewalk. We, however, confidently affirm that this is a false report
and a base slander.
The senior class has appointed Mr.
A. R. Bogue as chairman of the
"Green" Committee for commencement and Miss Barrett as chairman of
the decorative committee. The chairmen of the respective committees will
be allowed to select their own
assistants.
Col. Charles H. Banes, who has
been appointed to the position of
secretary and treasurer of the American Baptist Publication Society, in
place of the late Dr. Griffith, will be
remembered by many of our students
as one of the speakers at "Presentation Day," 1893.
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• Mr. W. E. Thomas, class of '91,
is still attending the College of Physicians and Surgeons, medical depart'ment of Columbia College, New York
city. H e expects to graduate from
therein 1895. He will make a specialty of mental and nervous diseases.
President Melton, of the Florida
'Conference College, Leesburg, Fla.,
visited us the first of the month. He
seemed well pleased with the University and its work, as will appear from
his letter on another page. We were
glad to have him with us and hope he
wall come again. We wish him and
his college the greatest success.
There seems to be a strong religious feeling among our students. The
efforts of the prayer meetings are in
the direction of awakening the unconverted. A considerable number
of these have expressed a desire to
become Christians, and some have
professed conversion. We rejoice for
what has been done.
The tables in the dining room at
Stetson Hall were recently rearranged.
The teachers were all given seats at
the same table, thus forming a teachers' table. Then the juniors received
their much longed for table. There are
just enough juniors in the dormitories
to fill one table, five boys and eight
girls. This junior table is bound to
become historic. Miss Edith Harkness presides over it with her usual
grace. The other students, the plebs,
were seated at five tables, over which
seniors Riles, Edwards and Norwood
and privates Bell and Lovell preside.
The seniors "measure up" to the
emergency and reign with urbane
dignity.
On the afternoon of the disbanding
of the driU, a large crowd of cadets
gathered in the gymnasium to witness the competitive drill for the
medal offered by the University to
the best drilled cadet.
Twenty-nine
cadets entered the contest.
Commandant Vuillaume had charge of
the drill.
Messrs. Fish and Reynolds acted as secretaries.
Each
cadet was allowed five errors, and at

the fifth mistake he "dropped out."
Gradually the number of the contestants was narrowed down to half a
dozen, and finally to two, Messrs.
Powell and Hutchinson. Excitement
was now at fever heat. At last Cadet
Powell made a slight mistake and the
medal was awarded to Cadet Hutchinson. The boys gathered around
the winner and congratulated him
warmly.
On the occasion of the picnic,
some, as they gazed into the clear and
sulphurous water, bubbling up with
rhythmic flow and pouring into the
winding stream, may have thought
that the spring was the most notable
feature of the scene; some, as they
floated down the river, calm, majestic, dancing in the shimmer of the
sunlight, fringed and bordered by the
budding pond lilies may have feit that
this was the greatest spectacle of the
occasion; others, as they walked be
neath the spreading branches of the
trees and heard the winds sighing and
soughing through their fresh ereen
leaves, may have vowed that here was
the most delightful charm of DeLeon
Springs; the few devotees of Cupid's
art, as they wandered here and there,
with aimless and forgetful feet, may
have said to themselves that this was
by far the most heavenly feature of
all; but the one thing which seemed
to impress the great majority of picnickers most quickly, most forcibly
and most pointedly, as by far the
most prominent feature of DeLeon
Springs, was the fleas.

D, STUART LYON, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Office Hours:

9 a. m. to 12 m.;

1 to 5 p.m.

Office: City Building, opp. Court House.

A

E. WILLIAMSON, M. D..
•

HOMCEOPATHIST,

Obstinate and Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Office and Rooms in
Old Bank Building, DeLand Fla.

Exchange Items.
No, it was not in the railroad wreck
That made hirp blind and lame;
He lost his eyes, his legs and nose
In a college toot>-ball g-ame.
'
\ . •
•

'

n

The University oi Chicago has conferred its first degree of Ph. D. upon
a Japanese.

^

;

T h e Brunonian lor March contains
a list of thirty five subjects for commencement orations.
In classic Westminster Abbey a memorial was erected to James Russell
Lowell last December.
It is said that for fifty years no
smoker has graduated from Harvard
with honors of his class.
The Tufts College Glee Club has
received the offer of an engagement in
London for next summer.
It IS said that one-sixteenth of the
college students of the United States
are studying for the ministry.
Pennsylvania has now about $87,000
subscribed towards a Y. M. C. A.
building which is to cost $150,000.
^ .
The play given this year by the Psi
Uosilon and Delta Kappa Epsilon societies of Yale is a burlesque on "Henry V I I I . "
" T h e University of Chicago" and
its work are described in an admirable
manner in the March number of The
Wake Forest Student.
The difficulties in the way of your
getting an education are no greater
than the obstacles that will standin
the way of your success in life without
it.
The first meeting of the Sociological
Institute of the Princeton Theological
Seminary was held recently. The object of the society is to investigate all
social problems.
The government has issued an order
forbidding football playing by students of the military and naval academies on the ground that the game
interferes with military discipline.
John Ryland, who was president of
the Baptist College, Bristol, England,
was accustomed, when his ministerial
students left for their active ministry,
to give them three dent's. "Don't buy
too many books—that will hurt your
pocket. Don't study late at n'gbt-that will hurt your health, l^pn't fell
in love—that will hurt your mind.
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The Yale University faculty have
established two prizes of $ioo and
$50 respectively, for the encouraginent of e.Ktemporaneous speaking,
contestants to be from the two upper
classes only.

The Vidette for February contains a
very excellent article, by Dr. Benjamin
S. Terry of the University of Chicago,
on " T h e Place of the Study of History
in an Education." Every student and
teacher who can should read it.

Ex-President McCosh of Princeton
celebrated his eighty third birthday on
A.pril I. He is reported to be engaged
in writing his autobiography, which is
not to be published until after his
death.

President Andrews of Brown University is chairman of a committee, selected by the citizens of Boston, for the
purpose of promoting and establishing
international bi-metalism on a plan
similar to the Latin Union, but on a
broader basis.

The latest departure in athletics is
basket ball, a game somewhat resembling football, but not attended
by any of the dangers of the latter. It
is, however, for diversity and thoroughness of exercise unequaled.

STUDENTS

The trustees of Columbia College
have determined to move the college
from the central part of New York
City as soon as sufificient money can
be obtained and buildings erected.
They have purchased a fine site at
Cathedral Heights for $600,000.

There died a few weeks ago, in
Athens, the most distinguished modern scholar of Greek inscriptions.
Prof. H. G. Lolling. His funeral
was at the public expense under the
direction of the king's chaplain.
Lolling had devoted twenty years to
the study of Greek inscriptions.

Buy Your

STATIONERY .ot"IS„,r,
Elizabeth Hall.
F U L L SUPPLY ON H A N D .

TO GET THE LOWEST
CASH PRICES ON THE
FINEST GOODS, GO TO
BUSHNELL'S

WHITE FRONT

Groceru.

What is your real motive in spending your time at Stetson, my son ?
Locomotive!
Ah ! but won't you please explain ?
Well, you see I'm much interested in travel, and as one gets a more comprehensive view
from the head, Lm jireparing myself to become both a locomotive and civil engineer, get a position on the Tropical Trunk Line, and thus round off my college course with practical training.
Well said! Well said, young man.
Travelino-!

When thy thoughts turn to The Typical Tropical Topic.^—^

TAKE:

THE TROPICAL TRUNK LINE.
Traffic trends tideward toward the turbid twisting tack the trackless tarpon takes.

TEST THE TALE THE TYPES TELL.
Travel this typical thoroughfare through the truly tropical territory.

Time tempts the tardy

to tarry ; TAX T H O U T H Y T A L E N T T O - D A Y , that thrift tends to thee to-morrow.
T h e thoughtful tourist thanks the terse tutor that tells the truth.

THE TYPICAL TRIP THINE VIA THE TROPICAL TRUNK LINE.
Jf'OIt MAPS,

ETC.,

ADDRESS'^

G

D. A C K E R L Y , GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT,

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.
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SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES TO

p o You Wish to

BURKE, FITZSIMONS, HONE & Co.,
ROCHESTER,

Buy Dry Goods at
the Ridit Price ? i

N.Y.

W H O CARRY T H E L A R G E S T A N D BEST
A S S O R T E D STOCK O F G E N E R A L DRY
GOODS, C A R P E T S A N D M I L L I N E R Y
B E T W E E N N E W YORK AND CHICAGO.

Reference: Prof. John F. Forbes, of the John B. Stetson University.

jJDtEl farceland
DeLand, Fla.
R. B. HUGHES, Proprietor.

F. C. Austin.

B. ^l. Miller.

Attorneys-at-Law.

H. A. T A N N E R , Prop.
Offices 1 and 2 Hill Building. DeLand, Fla.

S E W E L L P. HAYS,
This is a strictly flrst-c!a.«s Hotel and one of
the most popular in South Florida. I t is
located ia a private park on the very highest
ground in the i-ity. I t is surrounded by towering pines, orange trees and other tropical
filants I t is the nearest house to the depot.
t is elegantly furnished and is noted for its
excellent table. For terms, etc., address as
above.

NEW Yof*^ Market!

IjiYBry I pBBd Stable.

MILLER & A U S T I N ,

DeLand, Fla.

Attorney and Counsellor,

Miller Block,

DeLand, Fla.

C. p . WOLF,

Horses [or gale or ExcljaqgB.

El. VVEINDT,

Dealer in

WKLL8 k SUMMERLIN, Props.
Northern and Southern Meats. Hotels and
Restaurants supplied at short notice.

D e a l e r s in
Northern and
Southern Meats,
Pork Sausage, Etc.
DeLand,

-

Florida.

HORSES A N D M U L E S
Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

P. C. HAYBEBGER,

DeLand, Fla.

FINICAL & KING Florida Wagon Works.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Irrigating Plants
of all Sizes,
Practical Plumbers
and Machinists.
Wells of any size and depth put down on
short notice. Manufacturers of Galvanized
Tanks and Well Tubing. Especial aUention
given to the repairing of all kinds of machinery. Agents for AERMOTORS.

SCOTT HODGKIN, Proprielop,
MANUFACTURER OF

NA/agons,
Carts
and Plows,

Practical
Upholsterer,
Mattress Maker
and Carriage
Trimmer
in DeLand.
With Hand Forged Bhides. Handles
Durable and Handsome.
Of the Finest Steel with Artistic or
Plain Handles
Winchester and U.M. C. in great variety.
Special loads lor Quail, Rabbits or
Pigeons.
The best grades of Powder, Shot, Shells
and Wads.

The DeLand Hardware Store,
J. E. BIGELOW, Prop.
Next to Bank.

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.

NEW ENGLAND
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC. . .

JJJjl.!
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THE LEADING CONSERVATORY OF
AMERICA.

>!!5©

Founded by DR. EBEN TOURJEE.
CARL F A E L T E N , Director.

. . .

In addition to its unequalled musical
advantages, excellent opportunities
are also afforded for the study of
Elocution the Fine Arts, and Modern
Languages.

THE ADMIRABLY EQUIPPED HOME AFFORDS A SAFE AND
INVITING RESIDENCE FOR LADY STUDENTS,

C a l e n d a r AJIallecl IT^ree.

FRANK \A/. HAL-El,
GENERAL. MANAGER,
F'ranklin Square, fioston, Mass.

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.
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The DaCosta
Printing
Company

Printing
Ruling
Binding
The "Collegiate" is a specimen of work executed by our house.

\^:f^

"^l^fil^^

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.
A. D. McBRIDB, P r e s i d e n t .

FRANK E. BOND, C a s h i e r .

C. A. MILLER, S e c p e t a p y .

^ CAPITAL STOCK, $50,000. i

VOLUSIA
^
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T V

DOES A

MAKES COLLECTIONS
FROM ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY I

i JL

JJANK

f

^^LAND, FLORIDA,

American National Bank, New Yopk.

f

uhiNhKAL
T^ANKINf

BUSINESS,

First National Bank, Jacksonville, Fla.

K l l c k e r BrosJA'H'HUTCHINSON, M. W. Sargent
Real Estate and
Insurance Agent,
Notary Public.

Merchant
Tailors,
DeLAND,

A Fit Guaranteed.

FLA.

Taxes paid and rents collected. Orange
Groves, Town Property end Wild
Lands. Fine building sites
near J o h n B. Stetson
University.

Cleaning

and Repairing Neatly Done.

l l > e l l v a . n . < i , lB>leL»

Hotel Putnam CHANDLER
FIRST HOTEL.

Largest in the place. S i t u a t e d in t h e midst
of a ten-acre grove in full b e a r i n g .
Is home-like. Table supplied w i t h t h e best.
A m u s e m e n t s for old and y o u n g .

No Pleasanler Qilarters to k Foilnd.

Special Rates by the
Week OP Month.
MRS. C. C. TURNER, Manager.

B, WRIGHT,

F U R N I S H E S YOU A F I N E

FOR A L I T T L E MONEY.

AGENT

General I n s u r a n c e Agency,

H R E , A C C I D E N T AND LIFE,
Boulevard, DeLand, Fla.

KEAL ESTATE
Secretary and Treasurer of
The Volusia County Abstract Oo.
Titles Perfected and Taxes Paid.
dence solicited.

Correspon-

DeLand, Fla.
Newly Re-fitted and Re-furnislied.
Everytliing First-Class.
Open the Year Round.
Rates Reasonable.
J. C. BAIRD, Prop.

IF, Allen & a
Only Exclusive
Furniture Dealers
in Volusia County.

Pa,rlor Organ
He msures you from loss of i t b y Are. H e
insures you against a c c i d e n t while you play
;;• ^ ° insures y o u r life a s long as you love
u s music. I n d e m n i t y t h e best.

D e a l e r In

HOUSE FLORAL GROVE
HOUSE,

Near tlie Coilrt Hoilse,
Large Rooms, fleasant Location,
TaMe First-Glass,
Terms Reasonalile.

E. H. Hauwarfl SILAS

D e L a n d , Fla.

DeLand, Fla.

"We keep in stoclf a full and complete lins
of everything pertaining t o our line of business, including Chamber and Parlor Suite,
Side Boards. Wardrobes, Bed and Single
Lounges, Refrigerators, Spring Beds and Mattresses, Chiffoniers, Mattings, Carpets, Desks
Mosquito Canopies, E t c .

P. 0. Box H6.

DeLand, Fla.

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.
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| W.H. GLENNY d CO. Hamps and Shades,

China, Pottery,

Cut Glass,
I
Plated & Sterling Silver I
Cutlery,

Seven-story Brown Stone Building,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

I
3

I House Fur'ng Goods,
g Etc., etc.

<$>
Mail Orders Promptly Attended to.

3
^ " A most complete assortment in every 5^ feed^to
b Sas
r erepresenp^e^en
teed to be
Department.

j^ O n y X T a b l e s ,

ted that come from

N 1] H, ll ll Y H

EB^A most complete assortment in every
Department.

eoooeo€»OQOOoqoog>^e9af»oooeq

D

MALLORY STEAMS
QEORQIA A N D FLORIDA

SERVICE.

S. S. RIO GRANDE,
Capt.

NES.

Appointed to Sail from New York,
Pier 21, E. R.,

BABSTOW.

EVERY FRIDAY AT 3.00 P. M.
From Brunswick

S. S. CITY OF SAN ANTONIO
Ca2}t.

EVERY FRIOAY, A. W.

mSK.

THE PIONEER & POPULAR ROUTE NORTH ^ SOUTH.
Cannot be Surpassed for Speed, Safety and Comfort.

NEW

ROUTE:

.^^^-^

. Passengers can now Qo Direct to Brunswick 7 ^ L - L Through Cars WITHOUT TRANSFER.
—^^^

RKIL..

For Eates of Freight and Passage, Maps, Printed Matter and general information, ai)[)ly to

C. H. M A L L O R T ,
Gen"l Agents, Pier 20, E . R., New York.

PiJrest Clieniicals,
Pilll and Honest WeioM,
Best ffleclianical Condition,
Line and Let Line Prices,
Simon Pure Chemical
Fertilizer Works,
E. 0. PAINTER & CO., PROP'RS,

H. H. R A T M O N D ,
(ien'l So. Agt., Brunswick, Ga;,

J. T. CLAKE,

B U I L D E R OF

UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS,
DELAND, FLORIDA.

CHAS. D A V I E S , Agt.,
77 W. Bay St.. Jacksonville, Fla.

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.
"BABIES QUICK
AS A W I N K . "

6 7 AND 6 9 WEST
BAY STREET.

^]f^
« Oii>iO ijr 0 0\a

(\ PIERRE HAVENS,

RUSTIC FOTOGRAFER

The Largest and Handsomest Establishment in the State.

The Largest Assortment of Views in
the Southern States.

JflCI^SOrlVmLiE, FLtOf^IDfl.
o o o

KOHN,
FURCHGOTT
&C0.
m . GILLRN k HflflS,
Office o p p . C a r r o l l t o n .

OFFICE H O U R S : 6:00 t o 12:00 a. m., 2:00 t o 4:00

and 7:00 to 8:00 p. m.

y H. MELLETTE, % D.,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

THE LEADING

Dry Goods, Carpets, Clothing and
Gents' Furnishing Goods House
OF JHCKSOfiVIIiliE, ai»e s h o m i n g t h i s F a l l
o n e of t h e J 4 a n d s o m e s t a n d C h e a p e s t l i n e s
of D r y Goods, IVlillineKy, ^Vlen's, B o y s ' , a n d
C h i l d f e n ' s C l o t h i n g a n d F u r n i s h i n g Goods
e v e p s h o u i n a n d sold i n t h e S t a t e of F l o r i d a .
If y o u d e s i r e to n a a k e a n y p u r c h a s e s i n
t h e i r l i n e y o u c e r t a i n l y e a n n o t do b e t t e r .
S a n n p l e s a r e s e n t on a p p l i c a t i o n .
jRddress

o o o
o o o

KOHN, FURCHGOTT & CO.,
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

TjEHTlST-l^

DR, W, H, IflESSIjVIER
East I n d i a n a Avenue,
South Side.

ODENTITIS FOR
PAINLESS
EXTRACTION
OF TEETH.

DeLand, Florida.
Crown and Bridge Work a Specialty.
Special attention piven to t h e t r e a t m e n t of
i^nronic Diseases and general olliee p r a c t i c e .

JOHflP.STODDMDJ.D.,

PliotoppliBr, DeLani], Fla,
TTDIIM CORELL'8 SULE STABLE.
HORSES AND MULES
for Sale and to Let. Passengers and baggage
transterred to any part of t h e city
Fine
livery t u r n o u t s and heavy hauling. Orange
groves worked and cared for.

QTEWflRT ^ BLY,.

ESSING'S-i^

GENERAL

Pracliiioiier of fUerticiiie and SiIrQenj

BARBER SHOP

OFFICE : Old Post Olliee Buildiiif?.
Ave
'^'^^ Corner of Clara and Minnesota

K l a p p ' s Row^, B o u l e v a r d .

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW,
NOTARIES PUBLIC.

Isaac A. Stewart.

Office in Bank Buildingf.

Egford Bly.

PRICES:

gEO. E. WHLTON, M. D,.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Boulevard, DeLand, Fla.
ECIALTY: T h r o a t and L u u p s .

SHAVING, 10 Cents.

plTY TONSORIKL PHRLORS.

HAIR-CUTTING, 20 Cents.
If vou want t h e best shave t h a t is t o be had
in t h e city, go to VAUGHN'S BARBER
SHOP. Ladies' hair dressing done in neat
W h e n in town don't fail to give me a call. style. Razors and shears sharpened. I am
With an experience of t h i r t y - t h r e e years in prepared t o do all work in my line m t h e
j . v . VAUGHN.
t h e business, I g u a r a n t e e s a t i s l a c t i o n i n ^ v c r y latest style.
SHAMPOOING, 20 Cents.
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JOHN B. STETSON
UNIVERSITY
4 - DELAND, FLORIDA. •«•
•

^

Organized under a Special Charter, granted by the Legislature, to establish in Florida a Christian School for Both Sexes, INFERIOR
TO NONE in the country in Rank and Character.

FIVE DEPARTMENTS • • • •
COLLEGE, ACADEMIC, NORMAL,
ART AND MUSIC.
A T)\J A N T A P P ^ • ^ ^ exceedingly beautiful location. Excellent church and Sabbath
l\U
V l\ly
1 i l V J l ^ O . school facilities. A moral, refined and cultured community. New
and handsomely appointed buildings, lighted by electricity, heated by steam, giving tlie most complete material equipment for educational work in the State. A faculty of .seventeen live, progressive
teachers of liberal culture, wide experience and marked success. Laboratory work in all practical
branches. Reading room for students, with over fifty of the leading periodicals of the country constantly on file. An excellent working library of 5,000 volumes carefully selected and containing a
magnificent collection of bound periodical literature, which virtually includes complete sets of the
eading American magazines and reviews. A most successful Department of Music, in which the
methods of leading conservatories are used. A spacious Gymnasium, completely equipped with S^-Tgent's apparatus, containing the largest variety of. the most approved appliances for all kinds of
physical exercise to be found in Florida. A valuable Department of Physical Culture, in which daily
class exericise in gymnastics is provided for the young ladies and a military drill for the young gentlemen. Everything connected with the institution is of the very best, and parents may feel assured that
their children, if entered here, will receive unsurpassed advantages of home and general culture.

J. F. FOR BBS,

PRESIDENT.

